
IMMERSIVE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES
The Regis Company offers more than 20 leadership development approaches that 
can be applied in custom combinations to create personalized, lasting learning 
experiences for your leaders. Our hands-on experiential programs, proprietary 
software, and tailorable solutions pair online and offline content to create the type 
of development experience your leaders want and need.

LEARNING FOR ALL LEADERS
Provide opportunities for personal and business development to your leadership 
no matter where they are in their professional journey. From emerging through 
executive leadership, The Regis Company programs enable learners to better 
navigate the complexities of the modern business world from interpersonal skills 
through making decisions in complex business environments.

DATA-BACKED RESULTS
A learning and development program’s success shouldn’t rely on anecdotal 
surveys. The Regis Company analyzes actual post-program behavior change that 
results from evolving leaders’ mindsets. Throughout each program, we deliver 
comprehensive and visual dashboards to monitor and gauge a participant’s 
progress before, during and after a learning event.

The Regis Company delivers premium learning experiences  
that scale, are built on a human-centered design philosophy,  
and produce data-backed results.

FOR LEADERS
REVOLUTIONARY LEARNING

“IN 25 YEARS, I’ VE  
NEVER SEEN ENERGY  
THIS HIGH FROM A  
GROUP OF PARTICIPANTS.  
THIS TEAM CREATED 
SOMETHING SPECIAL.”
 

– BIG FOUR PROFESSIONAL  
  SERVICES CLO
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WHY REGIS?
For more than 15 years, The Regis Company has been the leader in 
creating personalized leadership development programs across the 
world’s most progressive organizations. With extensive experience in 
more than 25 unique industries, our team of experts have created and 
implemented hundreds of leading-edge programs across the globe.
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EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Each year, our programs support more 
than 250,000 leaders at some of the 
world’s most well-known and progressive 
organizations, including:

DIFFERENT 
BY DESIGN

Push beyond the out-of-the-box training 
products that teach simple mastery  
of concepts. The Regis Company builds 
experiential learning programs that 
combine principles of neuroscience  
with realistic challenges that reflect each 
client’s business and unique industry  
circumstances. We help current and  
future leaders learn how to think —  
not what to think. 

LEADING WITH SOLUTIONS,
NOT TECHNOLOGY

The Regis Company creates each solution 
specifically with the client in mind through 
a human-centered approach to design that 
develops leaders holistically and improves 
program outcomes. We offer innovative 
technology-enabled solutions on a cloud-
based platform as well as technology-free 
workshops and blended programming.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
THAT SCALE 

Whether you’re looking to teach ten  
leaders or 2,000, The Regis Company 
delivers globally accessible, scalable 
programs for the world’s most dynamic 
organizations through the proprietary  
and award-winning SimGate™ platform.

HOW CAN WE HELP YOUR  
ORGANIZATION’S LEADERS TODAY?
To start the conversation on your unique solution,  
visit WWW.REGISCOMPANY.COM/GETSTARTED.

https://www.regiscompany.com/getstarted

